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ANNUAL REVIEW
The Society of Homeopaths has pleasure in presenting the 
Annual Review of 2020 as a membership organisation
representing professional homeopaths.
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greater focus on public safety.  
Sadly, by the summer, Richard became unwell, and we were still

in various stages of lockdown, so we moved quickly to re-recruit. In
August, Stephen Bishop joined us, and has proved invaluable in
steering us with calm competence through several very difficult
months.

Finding a way
As homeopaths, each of us had to consider altering our ways of
working, too. At first there was a flurry of confusing government
guidelines which we all tried to interpret as best we could, then
gradually individual practitioners found their own way to continue
work – either online, by phone or in clinic settings with additional
safety procedures.

As mainstream health services faced huge pressures, many
people felt adrift, anxious and in need of greater support. Our
members have continued to be available for those who choose
homeopathy to strengthen their health and resilience.

Thanks to the commitment of our members, staff and directors,
there have also been many other achievements this year, which are
well documented in this review.

Reaching out
We are always keen to listen to members in order to inform
strategy and refine our direction of travel. In 2020 we undertook a
consultation process on the whole area of standards and
regulation, and through the use of a number of methods including
the online forum, focus groups, a survey and video conferencing,
we were able to reach more members, including many we rarely
hear from.  Also, ‘local’ meetings became less geographically

It’s hard to remember much about January and February,
because in March our lives changed radically as news of the
Coronavirus pandemic dominated the media, and has been
relentless ever since. The global repercussions that followed
created a dramatic and gloomy backdrop to our individual

lives, as we looked on, adjusting, adapting or resisting.

Challenged
On the same day that ‘Lockdown 1’ was announced, Selina
Hatherley and I were in the Northampton Office with our staff,
saying goodbye to Emily Buttrum, who had been our CEO for six
months.  We had been energized and challenged by her vision and
drive, but unfortunately she decided after six months that the role
was not right for her. It was incredibly fortunate that Richard
O’Quinn was willing to step down from the Board and take on the
post of Interim CEO – an arrangement we expected would only be
for 3 months at most. Richard was able to see staff through the
process of transferring operations to their homes, ensuring that
despite this there was no interruption to our usual work. Since
that day, the office has remained empty for most of the time, like
so many other workplaces. Over the year, arrangements were
made to lease the top floor, so some activity has returned, along
with a small income.

Concurrently, the Society was facing ongoing, detractor-led
interventions and attacks either directly or through the media.
These, alongside the constant change prompted by the wider
healthcare landscape, led to increasing pressure from the
Professional Standards Authority in the form of a series of
additional reviews. 

Our vision
The Society’s vision for many years has been ‘to see Homeopathy
firmly established within British healthcare’, and our aim is to
position ourselves in the best arena to protect our members’ right
to practise and the public’s right to choose a registered
homeopath. In 2014, accreditation through the PSA was the only
available route for us to take towards that vision, and for 5 years
we maintained solid ground in that achievement.  Over 2020, we
continued to develop and build on our professional standards, with

CHAIR’S LETTER
Looking back at my letter in the last Annual Review, I was reminded that 2019 was not a great year for us. 

To top that, I think 2020 was not a great year for anyone. 

The Society’s vision for many years has been ‘to see Homeopathy firmly established within British
healthcare’, and our aim is to position ourselves in the best arena to protect our members’ right to practise

and the public’s right to choose a registered homeopath. 

▲

Linda Wicks
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As Maggie Dixon stood down from the Board last year after
5 years’ service, we welcomed Zofia Dymitr back as a director.
Rosslyn Stuart joined us as Independent Director in September,
and we said goodbye to our two other long-serving and
committed Independent Directors, Robert Pitts and Judith Kiely, at
the end of the year.

Looking forward
Moving into a new year, we hope to see an end to lockdowns and
to embrace a re-emergence of contact, warmth and positivity.
2020 has hit us hard as individuals, as an organisation and as a
profession. We look forward to a time of recovery, restoration and
renewal - rebuilding our strength together.

defined and more far reaching. Discussion time was a key part of
our AGM and conference planning, and staff and directors are
always available for one-to-one phone calls.  

Connecting with members
Much as we all missed meeting up in person last year, we were able
to connect through a series of successful events which were
offered free to all members – our first online AGM, a conference
with international speakers, a student day, a new practitioners’
webinar and an Educators’ event.  Added to these, we’ve launched
a regular series of lunchtime “Practice Support” workshops which
are providing a popular springboard for sharing views and
experiences.

CHAIR’S LETTER continued

We hope to see an end to lockdowns and to embrace a re-emergence of
contact, warmth and positivity. 2020 has hit us hard as individuals, as an

organisation and as a profession. 

Linda Wicks



“Our health regulator provided changing and sometimes conflicting instructions during the year, and will
itself almost certainly be changing its approach to regulation markedly in 2021. We continue to be the

leading body for maintaining the standards of our profession.”
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New solutions
With challenges come new solutions, and our inability to hold
face to face meetings has given rise to hosting local group
meetings, workshops and webinars via Zoom. What we lose in
human contact we gain in time and cost savings in not travelling
nor needing to book physical space. We can actually see and hear
more of our members. The Society has been able to instigate the
ambitious ‘My Practice’ webinar series, which have been
presented free – a positive change to help our members through
difficult times. It would be a brave person who would confidently
predict what the next twelve months will hold in store, but we can
expect that change will be an enduring element of all our futures.

We are ready to embrace it once again at the Society of
Homeopaths.

Iwas privileged to join the Society as Interim CEO just over half
way through 2020. It was immediately clear how much change
the Society had already had to deal with in a short space of
time. Internally, two of my predecessors had left their
positions early, and other staff positions within the

organisation were unfilled for a time. 
The staff had quickly accommodated the new Working From

Home approach to office life during the first lockdown, aided by
their long experience and commitment to the organisation. Later
in the year we welcomed three new Independent Directors to the
Board who will help to refresh our vision and provide added
impetus. Although Covid-19 had directly touched members of staff
and members of the Board, thankfully no one had been critically ill
as a result of the disease. Of course, the long-term effects of the
virus, and its impact on daily life are as yet unknown. 

Pandemic
The Westminster government responded to the pandemic with
inconsistent and incomplete advice, often ignoring the CAM sector
entirely. Nevertheless, our professional standards team provided
continual guidance, emphasising personal safety for our members
and their patients at all times. Our health regulator provided
changing and sometimes conflicting instructions during the year,
and will itself almost certainly be changing its approach to
regulation markedly in 2021. We continue to be the leading body
for maintaining the standards of our profession.

LETTER FROM INTERIM CEO 

Stephen Bishop

Stephen Bishop
Interim CEO

“We can expect that change will be an enduring element of all our futures.”



I have always been very impressed by the
professionalism the SOH exudes and the

support it offers its members.
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Patient information 
The website received 21,500 hits from patients looking for
further information about homeopathy, a huge increase of 152%
compared to 2019.

A commitment to sustainability 
We continue the electronic delivery of insurance certificates,
online annual fee invoices and other membership services and
enhanced My membership - the personal online one stop facility
for updating contact details, paying fees, recording CPD activity
and requesting information and resources.

Assisting new practitioners 
Support provided via a sliding fee scale for new members in the
early days of practice so newly qualified registrants have more
opportunity to build their practices gradually.

Promoting the simple one stop progression 
From student membership to registration on completion of
study at our accredited courses. No need for lengthy
submissions.

Promoting the independent route 
A faster, competitively priced and accessible route to registration
for experienced and well qualified practitioners who have
qualified through non-accredited pathways while still meeting the
high standards required of registered homeopaths at the Society.

Offering an international route 
Welcoming practitioners from our wider global community to
Registered Overseas membership.

Business as usual 
The staff team moved to remote working and continued to
provide the full range of services during the Coronavirus
pandemic.

Consulting members 
Online meetings and surveys were held to give members the
opportunity to have their say.

Keeping in touch 
e-newsletters, the website Forum and social media keep
members up to date with the latest news and developments with
additional information relating to remote working and current
government advice on the pandemic.

Publication of New Homeopath 
With its bold and contemporary design, New Homeopath reflects
the practice of homeopathy around the world today. Now in its
fourth year, New Homeopath is building a reputation as essential
reading for the modern homeopath. In addition to members who
receive the journal as a membership benefit, there are journal
subscribers in North America, continental Europe and India, as
well as in the UK.

Members area of the website
An extensive range of resources including marketing and
business support via the CPD hub, the My Voice range of
resources offering advice to make the case for homeopathy,
online journal library, research resources and films provide
access to a wealth of valuable information.

Online register 
Our up-to-date online register of accredited professionals,
searchable by geo-location, makes it easier for potential patients
to find a homeopath. Existing patients can check the credibility of
RSHoms using the word search, providing assurance of the care
they will receive.

MEMBERSHIP HIGHLIGHTS 

The Find a Homeopath online register

received 35 ,500 hits in 2020.

Despite the constraints imposed on us all as a result of the Coronavirus pandemic, we continued to provide
support throughout 2020 by providing services to support and advise all grades of membership from student
through to registered practitioners and on to those contemplating retirement. During 2020 we continued to

develop the range of membership services offered to support members in practice.

Registered member of



Thank you so much for your understanding.

Angelika Metzger Dr Alex Tournier David Tredinnick MP (retired) 
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Supporting students 
Free membership for students attending a Society accredited
course including those living overseas.  For the next stage of the
professional journey we help identify registered members and
colleges offering student clinical observation opportunities and a
competitively priced student clinical membership package.

Equality, Diversity & Inclusion 
In line with other responsible organisations we issued an
inclusivity and diversity statement. To develop our understanding
and implementation a new committee and working group will be
established in 2021.

Annual General Meeting 
Delivered on line for the first time in May. Members attended a
discussion session ahead of the business of the AGM and the
presentation of the annual a ccounts with a review of the
previous year's activities.

Awarding achievement 
Angelika Metzger and Dr Alex Tournier received Society
Fellowships for achievements in education and research
respectively. David Tredinnick MP (retired) was presented with an
Honorary Fellowship for his longstanding support of
homeopathy.
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“It's so lovely to always pick up the phone and know that you would be
there, always friendly and cheerful and helpful and would know the

answers always.”



SOCIETY ONLINE EVENTS - 2020

Joel Kreisberg Nikunj Trivedi Bob Blair Bill Rumble Yubraj Sharma

Tracy Karkut Law

Ros SturleySelina Hatherley 
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2020 Society graduates
and final year student
members were invited to a
free online practical one-day
workshop in October. 
‘Taking the leap from student
to practitioner’ hosted
presentations from Tracy
Karkut Law - a 7-step plan to
grow a homeopathy business,
Ros Sturley who provided
practice support and
Selina Hatherley addressed
how to set up a community
clinic. 

Hosting a graduate workshop 

The resources and recordings from the event were added to the
CPD hub in the members area of the website.

Delivering a free online annual conference
300 members attended the ‘All about men’ conference online in
May with speakers Joel Kreisberg, Bill Rumble, Nikunj Trivedi,
Yubraj Sharma and Bob Blair. The resources and recordings from
the event were added to the CPD hub in the members area of
the website.

Very useful and good to see you online… 
made me feel more connected to the Society.



Good to see so many attendees and to hear and share concerns and questions regarding practice websites.
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My Practice support
Webinar programme was launched in November with the first
two events offering guidance on website content and making
connections via social media. The webinars were oversubscribed
and repeated to ensure all members could access the events.
The first two webinars were presented by the Professional
Standards team and more events are scheduled for 2021 to
include ‘Dealing with difficult situations’, ‘The patient voice’,
‘Looking after yourself through supervision’ and ‘Keeping in
touch’. The resources and recordings of the events were added
to the members area of the website via the CPD hub.

32 Local group meetings  
Took place across the UK in 2020 in the spring, autumn and
winter. Responding to the lockdown situation, 'Working remotely'
was the topic for the spring. As part of the internal PSA
membership consultation 'Have your say' was the focus for the
additional summer meetings and 'Pain management' was
discussed during the winter meetings.

CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The CPD audit this year once again demonstrated that members are investing time
in professional development.

My Practice Social Media – making connectionsMy Practice Website – making an impact

We ask all our registered and student clinical members to monitor and evaluate
their clinical skills, actively extend their knowledge base and personal

development through continuing professional development. Although 2020 was a
difficult year in many ways, it has provided the opportunity to engage in CPD
with the availability of more accessible online (free or low cost) events. Many

members have used this time for further reflection and to update their
knowledge. Members submit CPD record forms biennially. 

Very helpful.  Gives a window on what Society members think, do, should do and be aware of.

Friendly delivery and nice to be connected,
especially at this time.
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Professional Conduct Support - a unique service
Our professional conduct service is available at the end of a
telephone to provide assurance and advice to both Society
members and members of the public. Enquiries from members
range from asking for information relating to legislation and the
Society Code of Ethics to information about websites.

During the year we have:

4 Provided support on working remotely and signposted to
government advice around Coronavirus and lockdown

4 Offered safeguarding advice and support

4 Supported our members through a range of resources
including a review of telephone and internet prescribing
guidelines, practice management and social media guidelines

4 Conducted website audits and assisted members with
common enquiries regarding website content

4 Provided advice and guidance to members on terminology
for use on their websites, promotional materials and social
media

4 Delivered the My Practice website webinar event programme
and resources to provide extra support to members

4 Held conversations with members regarding new position
statements following adverse media coverage around
sensitive issues. Carried out social media checks and
addressed skeptic concerns

4 Improved and revised professional conduct procedures,
guidelines for an appeal hearing, adjunctive therapy
guidelines, unspent convictions documents, policy for
escalation of concerns and persistent complaints policy

4 Reviewed the Code of Ethics and Practice and Articles of
Association

4 Responded and supplied information to the Professional
Standards Authority as part of the accreditation process

Professional Standards Authority Accreditation
The Society has taken part in the voluntary accreditation provided
by the Accredited Registers Programme run by the Professional
Standards Authority (PSA) since 2014. 

During 2020 the PSA set a number of conditions for the Society
to meet to maintain its accreditation. The Society successfully met
some of the conditions, but as a result of an interim panel review
of the Society’s progress on those due in October 2020, the PSA
decided its accreditation should be suspended. The Society was
disappointed that no allowance was made for the additional and
incredibly challenging circumstances that Covid-19 presented at
the same time as dealing with the new conditions. The Society has
been given a 12-month window in which to meet the PSA
requirements and have its accreditation reinstated.

The consultation with our members in 2020 indicated their
continuing strong support for professional standards. We will
continue our 40-year tradition and strive to be the most effectively
regulated and valued professional organisation for homeopaths in
the UK. The Society’s Mission remains to ensure that patients
receive the highest standards of care from our members.

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
ENQUIRIES BY TYPE 
(Total number of 265 enquiries
received in 2020) 

Marketing 49% 

Professional standards queries - 21%  

Legal queries - 14%

Regarding patients - 10%

Patient queries - 3%

Remedy sales - 1%

Safeguarding - 1%

Patient concerns * - 1%

As homeopathy continues to attract attention and criticism from anti-homeopathy
campaigners, the Professional Standards team work tirelessly on behalf of members
to support and redress the balance. As expected the majority of complaints and
concerns of this nature are not genuine as demonstrated in the following table.

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS COMPLAINTS
(Total number of 285 concerns and complaints received in 2020)

Patient complaints dealt with by mediation - 0.7%

Formal complaint resulting in an adjudication - 0.3%

Concerns/complaints from anti-homeopathy campaigners some of which were
vexatious complaints  - 99%

* No complaints were received about Society members from patients

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

Registered member of

No complaints were received about Society
members from patients.



Matt Pepper

Registered member of

REGISTRATION
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Education for future professionals
Through 2020 we have continued to support innovation and
diversity in education, leading to a professional qualification in the
practice of homeopathy. In establishing and maintaining the first
and only homeopathy course recognition system in the UK over
twenty-five years ago, the Society has made a huge contribution to
raising standards and promoting excellence.

4 Ros Sturley was appointed Education Lead. Lydia Pearn as
Education Assessor and Helen Tye Talkin as Education
Moderator; both are registered members and have extensive
knowledge of Education. The team is supported by
Communications support advisor Liz Wootliff who has a number
of years’ experience in the Professional Standards field.

4 We aim to continue and improve support for course providers
and following delays caused by lockdown, look forward to visiting
colleges in 2021

4 We continue to offer free student membership
to all students on a Society accredited course
and provide a low cost Student clinical
membership package once insurance cover
becomes a requirement 

4 The Guidelines for Course accreditation have been
updated with a particular emphasis on the inclusion of
online courses. We have also altered the format to make it easier
to follow and templates for course providers to complete

4 The Educators online workshop held in April 2020 included
presentations from Society Chair Linda Wicks on promoting
professional practice with new guidelines for CEASE and
prophylaxis, and Ros Sturley addressed safeguarding and
Coronavirus, ending the event with a Q & A session

4 A termly student e-newsletter provides students with the latest
news and developments

4 Student awards were presented by Chair Linda Wicks to Tana
Blum of the North West College of Homeopathy for
demonstrating kindness, consideration and support towards her
friends and colleagues and Anna Hughes of Salisbury
Homeopathy College who received a prize for commitment to
her study of homeopathy whilst overcoming a personal,
emotional or physical challenge. The two winners were awarded
one year's registered membership free on qualifying, plus a
complimentary place for the Society's Annual conference in 2021.

Routes to membership 
For homeopaths who have qualified through one of our accredited
courses, joining the Society is a simple next step process. It's even
easier if a practitioner is already a student member - progression
to registration is automatic.

The independent route to registered membership is aimed at
individuals who have studied at colleges not accredited by the
Society, or alternative pathways. 

Overseas registered membership continues to receive interest
from the wider global community. As part of the process, our
Registration Committee review all applications to ensure that all
new members meet our high standards.

130 students attended the free online student workshop in June to see presentations by 
Matt Pepper on building a successful and varied practice complemented by refreshing ideas

on self-care and how to become a happy practitioner. 
Joel Kreisberg joined the webinar from the USA to discuss how masculine and feminine

dynamics impact homeopathic healing.

Joel Kreisberg 

Found the event really
interesting and thought

provoking.



During the year we have:

4 Kept members up to date via regular enewsletters by
highlighting new developments, high quality research and
special offers with additional information relating to remote
working and current government advice on the pandemic -
over 110 information packed ebulletins were sent to
members throughout the year

4 Published the online monthly enewsletter  'Remedies' for
readers with an interest in homeopathy 

4 Improved and developed our interactive website offering an
extensive range of services including event resources and
films, marketing and business support, research resources
and online journal library

4 Published topical comment via the Opinion website news
section by a variety of members, staff and directors

4 Developed our online presence across social
media including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter

4 Ensured representation by members of the Board at
government level including meetings of the Integrated
Healthcare Collaboration.
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4Homeopathy Campaign 2020
As a member of 4Homeopathy, we contribute financially and
represent at 4Homeopathy group meetings. In partnership with
4Homeopathy, the Society is united with the profession in the
promotion of homeopathy to the public and remains one of the key
funders of the campaign activity. Homeopathy Awareness Week
(HAW) takes place from 10-16th April every year and forms part of
the group's campaign work. In 2020 4Homeopathy activities included:

4 Re-launch of fresh new www.findahomeopath.org website,
which provides an additional way for potential patients to
find registered members of the Society

4 Homeopathy Awareness Week heralded a week of online
activities to highlight homeopathy’s many benefits to health
and wellbeing

4 Free info-graphics and social media posts were shared for
the profession to promote homeopathy online. Members of
the public were signposted to the 4Homeopathy website 

4 4Homeopathy issued a joint homeopathy sector statement
regarding Coronavirus following a series of negative press
stories about the profession. The joint statement was issued
to protect the future of homeopathy and in turn to support
patient choice, reflecting the Society’s guidance on clarity for
the public.

4 Homeopathy registers including the Society of Homeopaths,
Faculty of Homeopathy and Alliance of Registered
Homeopaths in conjunction with other homeopathy partners
came together to provide clarification for patients seeking
advice and homeopathy treatment.

COMMUNICATIONS
On members’ behalf we continue to handle external communications issuing positive statements, speaking to

journalists and briefing policy matters.
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Now in its fourth year, New Homeopath is building a reputation as
essential reading for the modern homeopath

New Homeopath engages readers by:

4 Providing the latest thinking on many aspects of
homeopathy. Fresh articles on homeopathic philosophy,
materia medica and methodology stand alongside political
analysis, campaigning and practice building

4 Publishing visionary articles from top homeopathic thinkers
who are shaping our practice today

4 Illustrating the current issues that homeopaths are facing
within the social context of practice, as well as providing new
insights and information on technical aspects of homeopathy

4 Standing as a strong and proud advocate for homeopathy, it
shines a light on the healing potential that homeopathy
provides, the professionalism and expertise of registered
homeopaths, and the excellence of the Society of
Homeopaths.

NEW HOMEOPATH - JOURNAL 
New Homeopath, the Society journal (available on subscription to non-members) with its bold and contemporary

design reflects the practice of homeopathy around the world today. 

“The journal provides a place where we can share ideas, philosophy, provings, case material, research
information and more. It keeps us up to date with the innovations and workings within our profession. It is

therefore useful for students and practitioners alike. 
It connects us in the work that we do and the love we have for homoeopathy.”
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                                                                    2020             2019
                                                                   £000            £000

Turnover                                                                                                                                    
Membership fees                                                                418.2                    444.7
Educational Services                                                            11.6                         14.5
Publications                                                                                     7.9                           8.4
Events                                                                                                     1.0                       20.5
Other income                                                                               3.9                            2.6
                                                                                                               442.6                    490.7
Expenditure                                                                                                                            
Directors & staff                                                                250.8                     270.0
Membership services                                                         57.4                        59.1
Communications                                                                    24.7                         36.2
Company expenses                                                             28.3                         34.8
Premises                                                                                           27.6                         33.5
Events                                                                                                    2.2                        24.1
Consultants                                                                                   14.7                         19.3
Meeting & travel                                                                         1.9                         14.8
Publications                                                                                  14.7                         14.3
Finance costs                                                                                6.0                           6.2
Other expenses                                                                           5.3                          14.2
                                                                                                                433.6                     526.5
                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                          
Operating profit                                                                         9.0                      (35.8)
Corporation tax                                                                          0.0                          0.0
Current year deficit                                                                9.0                      (35.8)

The Society of Homeopaths
Profit and Loss Account for the year 
ended 31 December 2020

                                                                    2020             2019
                                                                   £000            £000
                                                                                                                          
Fixed assets                                                                               263.4                     268.7
Current assets                                                                           87.3                         78.4
Total assets                                                                               350.7                      347.1
Liabilities                                                                                          67.8                         73.2
Net assets                                                                                   282.9                     273.9
                                                                                                                                                             
Earnings brought forward                                        273.9                    309.7
Current year suplus                                                               9.0                      (35.8)
Capital and reserves                                                        282.9                     273.9
                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                    2020             2019
                                                                   £000            £000

At 31st December 2019                                                273.9                    309.7
At 31st December 2020                                               282.9                     273.9
Change                                                                                                 9.0             (35.8)

The Society of Homeopaths
Balance Sheet
at 31 December 2020

The Society of Homeopaths
Retained Earnings 

SUMMARY
FINANCIAL REPORT

The Society has been working hard to continue the financial plan to build up the reserves to a more sustainable level over the
medium term. This is reflected in the results that show a small surplus of £9k compared to the 2019 operating deficit of £9.2k

( 2019 financial deficit of £35.8k after adjusting for legacy spending and subsidiary company write off ).

The Board is always mindful of exploring new sources of income. A significant achievement towards the end of this year is the
lease of the upper floor of the office. This will bring in rental income and help reduce overheads.

The Board and Staff work proactively to identify areas where services can be made more efficient. A prime example of this in
2020 is the way online communication has been used resulting in a significant saving in both travel time and costs.
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Membership fees (94%)

Educational Services (3%)

Publications (2%)

Other Income (<1%)

Events (<1%)

Directors and staff (58%)

Membership services (13%)

Company expenses (7%)

Communications (6%)

Premises (6%)

Consultants (3%)

Publications (3%)

Other (3%)

Events (1%)

Meetings (<1%)

7%

13%

58%

6%
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INCOME - 2020

EXPENDITURE - 2020
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We have examined the summary financial statement
set out on pages 13 to 14.

Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors
The summary financial statement is the responsibility of the
directors. Our responsibility to you is to report that to you our
opinion on its preparation and consistency with the full financial
statements and directors’ report.

Opinion
In our opinion the summary financial statement is consistent with
the full financial statements and directors’ report of The Society of
Homeopaths for the year ended 31 December 2020.

10. Chartered Accountants
10 Cheyne Walk
Northampton
NN2 8LZ
25th March 2021

The financial information on pages 13 to 14 has been extracted from
the Society’s annual accounts. Accounts for the year ended 31
December 2020 were approved by the Board on 22 February 2021.

The Auditors have undertaken to file copies of the accounts with
the Registrar of Companies. The financial information set out on
pages 13 to 14 may not contain sufficient information to allow for
a full understanding of the financial affairs of the Society.

For further information, full accounts and auditors’ report can be
obtained from the Finance Manager, The Society of Homeopaths,
11 Brookfield, Duncan Close, Moulton Park, Northampton,
NN3 6WL.

Linda Wicks
Chair
22nd February 2021

Zofia Dymitr                                                  appointed 25 April 2020
Selina Hatherley                                         Vice Chair
Suse Moebius
Rosslyn Stuart                                              Independent Director, appointed 1 November 2020
Francis Treuherz                                        appointed 25 April 2020
Linda Wicks                                                   Chair
Alex Winkler                                                  appointed 25 April 2020
Richard O’Quinn                                        Independent Director, ceased 1 April 2020
Judith Kiely                                                     Independent Director, ceased 31 December 2020
Robert Pitts                                                    Independent Director, ceased 31 December 2020

The following Directors were appointed after the year end
Ann Carlisle                                                    Independent Director, appointed 1 January 2021
Rob Strange OBE                                      Independent Director, appointed 1 January 2021

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

DIRECTORS’
STATEMENT ON
FINANCIAL
INFORMATION

AUDITORS’
STATEMENT TO
MEMBERS



Homeopathy

Simply ExplainedHomeopathy
Simply Explained

HomeopathySimply Explained

Society Merchandise

Support  homeopathy  for  future  generations
Help us to protect the homeopathy you love – for tomorrow and forever – leave a gift in your will.
Leaving a gift in your will help keep homeopathy alive.

Legacies are at the heart of everything we do. Gifts generously left in wills have enabled us to:
• Support homeopathy in local communities via clinics
• Provide valuable information about homeopathy to the public and the profession
• Provide training and support to the junior members of the profession
• Provide a voice for the profession in the media, at government level and in local communities

Canvas  framed  prints

We’ve also taken the fabulous Society illustrations onto canvas we’ve 
condensed them onto lovely square prints.

Stationery  for  RSHoms
LETTERHEADS
COMPLIMENT SLIPS
APPOINTMENT CARDS
Specially designed with the 
Society members logo 
these are available as templates
for you to personalise and 
demonstrate your commitment to 
high professional standards.

Promote homeopathy and your practice within your clinic and 
your local community with our specially designed merchandise 
for the professional homeopath.

Visit the Society online shop for the whole range of specially designed products:

https://homeopathy-soh.org/shop or call Melissa on : 01604 817890

For further information https://homeopathy-soh.org/about-us/leave-a-legacy/

HOMEOPATHY SIMPLY 
EXPLAINED LEAFLET

Leave alegacy
Support homeopathy

for future 

generations

Celebrity endorsement is a popular part 
of modern culture. We’ve taken a 

collection of celebrity quotes from 
athletes and royalty to stars of screen and 

stage to make these superb canvas 
framed prints to brighten up your clinic. 
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Registered member of

Mon&Tue: London SW1 3EA. Thur&Fri: Bath BA13 5XA. 9am - 2pm.

Clinic in London & Bath. Home visits may be considered.
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-soh.org
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Registered member of

Celebrity Poster
We’ve also taken these endorsements 
onto an A2 poster for larger areas.
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